
 

2021 HSBC Credit Card - Xiao Ting, Four Seasons Hotel Macao Cotai Strip Dining 

Offer Terms and Conditions 

When can you enjoy the offer 

1. The promotional period for the offer is from 1 April 2021 to 30 June 2021. 

What is the offer 

2. During the promotional period, you can use an Eligible Credit Card to enjoy the following offer at 

Xiao Ting of Four Seasons Hotel Macao Cotai Strip: 

a. 20% discount on Victorian theme afternoon tea set for two persons at MOP588; 

b. 20% discount with over MOP1000 spending at dinner time (Beverages are excluded 

from the offer); Extra benefit: Complimentary of 2 glasses house sparkling wine at 

dinner time for cardholders’ birthday months fall into April to June 2021.   

3. The offer does not apply to 2,3,5 April 2021, 1 May 2021 and 14 June 2021. 

 

How can you enjoy the offer 

4. You can enjoy the offer if you: 

a. hold an Eligible Credit Card and your credit card account is valid and in good standing 

during the promotional period and offer fulfilment period; 

 

b. during the promotional period, make advance booking via reservation direct line (853) 

2881 8822, or reservation e-mail address: xiaoting.mac@fourseasons.com; 

 

c. Cardholders are required to present their valid identity card with birthday months (April 

to June 2021) for the redemption of sparkling wine prior to order dinner menu; 

d. pay with an Eligible Credit Card for all relevant payments (including surcharges) during 

the promotional period. 

 

Read before you enjoy the offer 



 

5. You cannot transfer the offer or exchange the offer for cash, other products, services or discounts. 

You cannot use the offer in conjunction with other discounts, promotional offers and discounted 

items/programmes. Please check with Xiao Ting, Four Seasons Hotel Macao Cotai Strip for details. 

6. The above offers are not applicable to 10% service charge.                                  

7. All products, services, and information related to the promotion are directly sold and supplied by 

Xiao Ting, Four Seasons Hotel Macao Cotai Strip, who is solely responsible for all related obligations 

and liabilities. We accept no liability in respect to the quality of goods and services provided by Xiao 

Ting, Four Seasons Hotel Macao Cotai Strip or any additional offers/discounts which Xiao Ting, Four 

Seasons Hotel Macao Cotai Strip may or may not offer. 

8. The offer is subject to these terms and conditions and other terms and conditions stipulated by Xiao 

Ting, Four Seasons Hotel Macao Cotai Strip and they may be subject to change. We, and Xiao Ting, 

Four Seasons Hotel Macao Cotai Strip can change or cancel the offer or amend the terms and 

conditions. Please check the relevant website for the latest details, availability and terms and 

conditions of the offer. 

9. If we believe that you have acted in a fraudulent or abusive way, you will not be able to enjoy the 

offer and we can debit your credit card to take back any offer you have enjoyed or cancel your credit 

card. 

10. The terms and conditions of the Eligible Credit Card will apply. 

11. In case of disputes arising out of the promotion, the decision of us and Xiao Ting, Four Seasons 

Hotel Macao Cotai Strip shall be final and conclusive. 

12. We write the terms and conditions of the offer under Macau laws. In the event of any discrepancy or 

inconsistency between the English version and the Chinese version of the promotional materials 

and these terms and conditions, the English version shall prevail. 

What this term means 

15. 'Eligible Credit Card' means HSBC Pulse UnionPay Dual Currency Diamond credit card, HSBC Visa 

Gold credit card or HSBC Gold MasterCard credit card issued by The Hongkong and Shanghai 

Banking Corporation Limited in Macau (and its successors and assigns). 

 
Issued by The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited, Macau Branch 


